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FOREWORD

This publication is an updated version of the Bibliography of Available Literature relating to the Recognition of Studies, Diplomas and Degrees and to International Mobility in Higher Education published by CEPES in 1987.

It was compiled as an input to the International Conference on Recognition and Mobility organized by UNESCO in Paris, November 1992 but also as an on-going activity of the Regional Committee for the Application of the Convention on the Recognition of Studies, Diplomas and Degrees concerning Higher Education in the States belonging to the Europe Region.

In relation to the 1987 version, the present Bibliography includes only new entries, some 600, meant to illustrate the present state and new developments in the field of recognition and mobility.

As compared to the 1987 Bibliography, the revised Bibliography evidently reflects the significant changes having occurred in Europe and their impact on recognition and mobility. During the period which it covers, new institutions were created to respond to the needs of increased student and staff mobility between western and eastern Europe, such as TEMPUS under the auspices of the European Community. Other organizations, the Council of Europe, for instance, have initiated new programmes on mobility (cf the Tatra Ad hoc Forum on Mobility, October 1991). CEPES has continued its pan-European activities in the field with the special objective of providing information on eastern and central European higher education systems, while the UNESCO Education Sector, has approached the problem in a global perspective, by organising an International Conference on the subject.

The Bibliography is organized in three sections -(i) International (ii) Europe (as a geographical region as defined by UNESCO but also including Australia as a country having ratified the UNESCO Convention), and (iii) National entries by country. The entries are listed alphabetically, and they contain appropriate key words. The ‘national entries’ section includes works published within the respective countries and also studies published by foreign authors on the issues relating to each country. The Index of Corporate Bodies and the Geographical Index comprise bodies as corporate authors and subject of entries and geographical names as subject of entries and location of meetings.

It includes general reference works such as guides, directories, handbooks, etc., offering a global approach to the subject as well as articles and papers dealing with particular aspects of recognition and mobility. It
includes works elaborated by international bodies covering the Europe Region and the relationship of this region with other geographical regions as well as works elaborated at the national level reflecting the interest of different countries with regard to the subject and the state of international and bilateral relations between the signatory States of the Convention. The Bibliography also covers a multitude of programmes and projects on recognition and mobility as well as some projects concerning other subjects but implying mobility. The preoccupation and activity of various international bodies and organisations with mobility is illustrated by meetings and their final working documents which are destined to introduce joint norms reflecting common points of view concerning recognition and mobility.

The Bibliography also offers a reflection on the role played by mobility in the overall economic, social and cultural development of the continent.

The Bibliography gives an overview of the existing literature on recognition and mobility in different countries, giving evidence of intense activity in some countries, but of reduced activity in others. The pattern as it emerges serves as an orientation for CEPES, as Secretariat of the Regional Committee, with regard to the countries which should be approached and stimulated.

We would like to thank the national information bodies on recognition and mobility that sent us entries for the Bibliography as well as the IAU, ERIC, IBE and other documentation centres for their valuable contributions. In the hope that this Bibliography will prove to be useful, we expect our collaborators to continue offering their assistance in the future. We would also like to expand the number of our contributors. We would welcome comments and criticism so that future editions can benefit from them.

Many persons contributed to the elaboration of this Bibliography, in particular, however, CEPES would like to thank Cecilia Preda; head of the CEPES documentation Lit for her masterful job of compilation and Stamenka Uvalic-Trumbic, CEPES Programme Specialist, for organising and coordinating the project.

Carin Berg,
Director CEPES
Bucharest, May 1992
INTERNATIONAL

AACRAO. International academic credentials handbook. Washington, D.C., AACRAO, 1988. (1 v. in var. pag.) (eng)
  Keywords: admission requirements; foreign students; student mobility; educational certificates; credentials; degrees; course descriptions; student placement; equivalence between diplomas; USA; Canada.

  Keywords: universities; international cooperation; international conventions; agreements; exchange programmes; Europe.

  Keywords: foreign students; brain drain; immigration; educational policy, international educational exchange.; comparative education.

  Keywords: university history, international organizations; international cooperation; Commonwealth - historical analysis.
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Keywords: awards; postgraduate study universities; study abroad; student financial aid; Commonwealth; guides.
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Keywords: graduates; degrees; postgraduate study, doctoral degrees; masters degrees; comparative education; university admission.
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Keywords: university cooperation; international cooperation; multilateral relations; North South relations; francophone countries.


Keywords: university cooperation; university associations; awards; francophone countries.
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British Council. National Academic Recognition Information Centre
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**Keywords**: foreign students; study abroad; educational policy; comparative education; UK; France; Germany FR; Japan; Australia; Canada - enrolment; expenditures.
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**Keywords**: higher education; international cooperation; universities.
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**EAIE. Admission Officers and Credential Evaluators.** Publications relevant to foreign credential evaluation. Oslo, University of Oslo, 1991. (1 v. in var. pag.) (eng)
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**Keywords:** international education; educational programmes; Yugoslavia; Europe.


**Keywords:** university cooperation; international cooperation; developing countries; Europe.


**EDITOR:** IBE.

**Keywords:** educational systems; educational development; Africa; Arab countries; Asia and the Pacific; Europe; North America; Latin America; Caribbean; guides - teacher education; educational administration; educational statistics.

ISBN: 92-3-102568-6


**Keywords:** university cooperation; international cooperation; cultural exchange; Europe.
Finocchietti, Giovanni; Palla, Pier Giovanni. L’Europa e i paesi emergenti: esperienze di cooperazione universitaria allo sviluppo //Europe and the developing countries: experiences in university cooperation in view of development. Firenze, Le Monnier, 1990. 259 p. Incl. bibl. (Studi Sulla Cooperazione Internazionale, no. 6) (ita)

  Editor: Istituto per la Cooperazione Universitaria (Italy)

  Keywords: university cooperation; developing countries; Europe; country reports.
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  Keywords: universities; university cooperation; international cooperation; university administration; university role; Europe; Latin America - educational policy; educational trends; institutional administration.
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  Keywords: university cooperation; development aid; developing countries; North South relations; international cooperation; France; UK; Netherlands; USA; Commonwealth - educational policy; educational programmes.


**Keywords:** higher education; information transfer; international cooperation; student mobility, foreign students; developed countries; developing countries; USA.


**Keywords:** study abroad; higher education institutions; scholarships; courses; mobility, Africa; Asia; Oceania; Europe; Middle East; North Africa; Latin America; Canada.

ISBN: 87206-174-4


**Keywords:** study abroad; management education; course descriptions; computer science education; Africa; Asia; Oceania; Europe; Middle East; North Africa; Latin America; Canada undergraduate study; postgraduate study.

ISBN: 87206-172-8


**Keywords:** vacation courses; study abroad; course descriptions; Africa; Asia; Oceania; Europe; Middle East; North Africa; Latin America; Caribbean; directories.


**Keywords:** higher education institutions; directories. ISBN: 0-333-43643-1


**Keywords:** universities; student role; student needs; professional recognition; student mobility, educational research; developing countries.
Istituto per la Cooperazione Universitaria (Italy). La Cooperazione universitaria con i paesi in via di sviluppo: esperienze in Europa //University cooperation with the developing countries. Roma, ICU, 1988. 2 v. “Ricerca realizzata con il contributo del Ministero degli Affari Esteri”. Incl. bibl. (ita)

Keywords: university cooperation; developing countries; Europe.

Istituto per la Cooperazione Universitaria (Italy). University cooperation with the developing countries: synthetic analysis, conclusion and recommendations. Roma, ICU, 1988. 51p. (eng)

Keywords: university cooperation; Europe; developing countries.
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Prieto Arroyo, J.L; Martorell, Ypiens. Sistemas de acceso a la enseñanza superior //Systems of access to higher education. Madrid, Universidad Complutense, Instituto de Ciencias de la Educacion, 1987. 303 p., illus. Incl. bibl. (spa)
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EDITOR: International Association of Universities
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Keywords: international instruments; equivalence between diplomas; degrees; higher education.

Keywords: international instruments; equivalence between diplomas; degrees; higher education.

**Keywords:** higher education; equivalence between diplomas; degrees; international instruments; Arab countries; Europe.

DOC. CODE : ED.89/CONF.008/5; ED.89/Conf.008/COL.3


**Keywords:** international instruments; equivalence between diplomas; higher education; admission requirements; degrees.

DOC. CODE: ED.90/CONF.602/5; ED.90/CONF.602/COL.1


**Keywords:** education; enrolment; studies duration; course duration; admission; foreign students; expenditures; teachers; educational statistics; statistical data; statistical tables.
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**Keywords:** study abroad; scholarships; courses; mobility. ISBN: 92-3-002715-4

UNESCO. CEPES. Bibliography of available literature relating to the recognition of studies, diplomas and degrees and to international mobility in higher education. Bucharest, CEPES, 1987. 120 p. (Secretariat of the Regional Committee for the Application of the Convention) (eng)

**Keywords:** degrees; diplomas; international conventions; mobility, bibliographies.

**Keywords:** university cooperation; regional cooperation; university research; multilateral relations; educational information systems.

Università degli Studi di Bari (Italy); ICU (Italy). International Colloquium on university cooperation with the developing countries. 2nd. Bari, Italy, 1988. Final documents. Roma; Bari, ICU; Universita degli Studi di Bari, 1988. 60 p. (Mul/eng/ita)

**Keywords:** education and development; university cooperation; developing countries; research and development.


**Keywords:** study abroad; foreign students; educational policy; educational programmes; institutional cooperation; international cooperation.


**Keywords:** higher education institutions; academies of science; research centres; learned societies, libraries; museums; polytechnics; directories - international organizations; university governing bodies.


**Keywords:** international cooperation; university cooperation; international education; mobility; Europe; China.
EUROPE


EDITOR: European Institute of Education and Social Policy (France)

Keywords: international programmes; university cooperation; student mobility, international educational exchange; programme evaluation; Europe.


Keywords: university history, university cooperation; government organizations; nongovernment organizations; teacher mobility, student mobility; Europe.


Keywords: university history; university role; university cooperation; regional educational bodies; regional programmes; international cooperation; Europe.


Keywords: university admission; costs; study abroad; EEC countries.


Keywords: higher education; diplomas; degrees; recognition; international conventions; Europe; Australia.

Keywords: international education; educational programmes; international cooperation; information technology, communication programmes; universities; higher education system; Eastern Europe.


Keywords: equivalence between diplomas; higher education; guides - student mobility, degrees.


Keywords: university cooperation; ecological research; university research; regional cooperation; Europe.


Keywords: study abroad; undergraduate study, postgraduate study, student exchange; exchange programmes; Europe; guides - student loans; equivalence between diplomas.


Keywords: colleges; universities; futures of society, higher education; student mobility-, educational change; international cooperation; international law, legal education professions; occupational mobility.

**Keywords**: equivalence between diplomas; occupational mobility; Europe.


**Keywords**: higher education system; educational trends; regional cooperation; regional programmes; change strategies; educational futures; Europe.


**Keywords**: educational organization; educational development trends; higher education; international cooperation; programmes; Eastern Europe; Western Europe.


**Keywords**: engineering education; educational systems; university courses; regional programmes; engineers; degrees; diplomas; Europe; guides.

ISBN: 2-87352-000-0


**Keywords**: mobility, equivalence between diplomas; educational cooperation; exchange programmes; Europe.

Keywords: equivalence between diplomas; regional cooperation; regional organizations; universities; educational cooperation; study abroad; university cooperation; educational programmes; diplomas; foreign students; Europe.


Keywords: credit transfer; student mobility, higher education institutions; Europe.


Keywords: credit transfer; mobility; higher education institutions; Europe.


Keywords: mobility, higher education; educational cooperation; international programmes.


Keywords: student mobility; teacher mobility, financial support; grants; international conventions; degrees; diplomas; international cooperation.


Keywords: student mobility; teacher mobility, financial support; grants; degrees; diplomas; international conventions; international cooperation.

**Keywords:** universities; student mobility; university cooperation; regional cooperation; Europe; annual reports - educational programmes; educational statistics.


**Keywords:** university cooperation; student mobility; study abroad; regional programmes; educational programmes; international cooperation; EEC countries.

Commission of the European Communities. Proposal for a council - decision establishing a Trans-European Mobility Scheme for University Studies TEMPOS”. Bruxelles, CEC, 1990. 17 p. (eng)

**Keywords:** mobility; higher education; educational cooperation; international programmes.


**Keywords:** universities; summer schools; educational programmes; EEC countries; directories.


**Keywords:** equivalence between diplomas; information centres; information networks; EEC countries; Europe.
   **Keywords:** medical education; institutional cooperation; university cooperation; student mobility; regional cooperation; Europe; Western Europe.

   **Keywords:** equivalence between diplomas; degrees; qualifications; regional cooperation; conventions; EEC countries - university cooperation; exchange programmes; student mobility, grants; admission requirements.

   **Keywords:** study abroad; student mobility, student exchange; programme coordination; university cooperation; grants; credit transfer; international cooperation; regional cooperation; Europe.

   **Keywords:** university cooperation; university courses; exchange programmes; grants; student mobility; EEC countries; directories.

ISBN: 92-826 2356-4

   **Keywords:** university cooperation; university courses; exchange programmes; grants; student mobility; EEC countries; directories.


**Keywords:** qualifications; equivalence between diplomas; Europe.


**Keywords:** university cooperation; regional cooperation; Europe; EEC countries; annual reports - student mobility, equivalence between diplomas.


**Keywords:** educational cooperation; equivalence between diplomas; international conventions; Europe.


**Keywords:** higher education institutions; equivalence between diplomas; qualifications; conventions; Europe - educational legislation.


**Keywords:** equivalence between diplomas; international conventions; Europe.

Keywords: equivalence between diplomas; mobility; Europe.


Keywords: equivalence between diplomas; mobility, Europe.

Council of Europe; Centre National des Oeuvres Universitaires et Scolaires (France); Deutsches Studentenwerk E.V.DSW (Germany FR); Fondanone Rui (Italy). Vademecum to university reception: from university to university in Europe in pursuit of knowledge. // Vademecum de l’ accueil universitaire : en Europe d’une universite a l’autre a la recherche du savoir. Verona, Edizioni Futuro, 1989. 6 v. (mul/eng/fre)

Keywords: study abroad; admission requirements; student placement; student welfare; foreign students; France; UK; Ireland; Belgium; Italy, Netherlands; Germany FR; Spain; Greece; San Marino; Holy See.


Keywords: universities; higher education institutions; educational policy; university cooperation; student mobility; academic staff mobility; postgraduate study; research centres; equivalence between diplomas; educational information systems; Europe - educational programmes.


Keywords: university cooperation; agreements; regional cooperation; Europe.
Council of Europe; UNESCO. CEPES. National Information Centres for Academic Recognition and Mobility in the Europe Region. Bucharest; Strasbourg, CEPES; CE, 1991. 57 p. (eng)

Keywords: equivalence between diplomas; information networks; information centres; Europe; USA.


Editor: European Institute of Education and Social Policy (France)

Keywords: student mobility, college curriculum; higher education, educational cooperation; recognition achievement; articulation education; college credits; degrees; international cooperation; study abroad; transfer policy.

Deloz, M. (comp.) Data on academic links compiled from the national reports. Vienna, 1989. 22 p. (eng)

Keywords: equivalence between diplomas; Eastern Europe.


Keywords: educational policy, educational legislation; regional attitudes; EEC countries; Europe - institutional autonomy, research policy, equal education; equivalence between diplomas; academic staff mobility.

ISBN: 3-7890-1680-2

EC. TEMPUS OffElce (Belgium) TEMPUS: financial support for cooperation and mobility in higher education between CentraVEastern Europe and the European Community; vademecum 1990/91. Brussels, EC. TEMPUS Office Brussels, 1990. (1v. in var. pag.). The first year of the pilot phase beginning on 1 July 1990. (eng)

Keywords: international programmes; educational programmes; educational projects; student mobility; teacher mobility; financial support; grants; regional cooperation; Europe; EEC countries; Eastern Europe - university cooperation; study abroad.
Editor: International Association of Universities
Keywords: financial resources; retrenchment; financial support; Europe.

Editor: Austria. Federal Ministry of Science and Research
Keywords: equivalence between diplomas; international cooperation; university cooperation; teaching; learning; research; exchange programmes; mobility, Australia; Canada; USA; Europe.

ERASMUS: per studiare in Europa. Roma, Ediun Coopergion, 1989. 300 p. (Universitas Quaderni, no. 6) (ita)
Keywords: university cooperation; student mobility, exchange programmes; regional cooperation; educational legislation; EEC countries.

Editor: International Association of Universities
Keywords: university cooperation; exchange programmes; international educational exchange; student mobility, international cooperation; EEC countries.

Keywords: university cooperation; mobility international cooperation; regional cooperation; Eastern Europe; Western Europe.

**Keywords:** universities; international cooperation; exchange programmes; target groups; educational administrators; Europe.


**Keywords:** environmental education; educational technology; distance education; international cooperation; Europe.


**Keywords:** engineering education; accreditation (courses); equivalence between diplomas; engineering technicians; occupational mobility, professional continuing education; industry and higher education; Europe.


**Keywords:** educational cooperation; international cooperation; educational strategies; educational trends; Europe - student mobility, admission requirements; equivalence between diplomas; university research.
Editor: European Institute of Education and Social Policy (France)
Keywords: college curriculum; recognition (achievement); educational cooperation; student mobility; study abroad; degrees; international cooperation; transfer policy.

Keywords: universities; educational trends; regional cooperation; educational programmes; Europe.

Hildebrand, Marianne. A comparative study on the evaluation of foreign academic credentials in 9 European countries: the Federal Republic of Germany, the Netherlands, Sweden, Greece, the United Kingdom, Italy, Austria, Yugoslavia, Poland. Stockholm, NARIC, 1991. 14 p. (eng)
Keywords: credentials; legislation; administrative organisation; comparative analysis; evaluation; Germany FR; Netherlands; Sweden; Greece; UK; Italy; Austria; Yugoslavia; Poland.

Keywords: university cooperation; international cooperation; exchange programmes; mobility; Scandinavia; Eastern Europe.

Keywords: student mobility; academic standards; college students; student mobility, degree requirements; higher education; international educational exchange; masters degrees; credentials; degrees; institutional cooperation; international cooperation.

Editor: Instytut Polityki Naukowej i Szkolnictwa Wyzszego (Poland)

**Keywords:** equivalence between diplomas; diplomas; Europe international cooperation.
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---


**Keywords:** equivalence between diplomas; degrees; higher education - access to higher education.

---


Editor: UNESCO. European Centre for Higher Education

**Keywords:** equivalence between diplomas; degrees; access to higher education; educational legislation; international conventions; mobiliq; Europe.

**ISBN:** 3-598-11073-1

---


**Keywords:** universities; polytechnics; management education; technologies, professional training; training programmes; short courses; programme descriptions; course descriptions; UK; Europe; guides.

**ISBN:** 1-871803-01-2

**Keywords:** international cooperation; university cooperation; mobility, exchange programmes; international conventions; study abroad; foreign students; Eastern Europe; Western Europe.

ISBN: 92-9069-115-8


**Keywords:** higher education; universities; mobility international cooperation; exchange programmes; international conventions; agreements; Eastern Europe; Western Europe.


Editor: European Institute of Education and Social Policy (France)

**Keywords:** medical education; professional recognition; unemployment; educational cooperation; EEC countries; Europe occupational mobility; equivalence between diplomas.


**Keywords:** universities; student mobility”, exchange programmes; Hungary”, Eastern Europe; Western Europe.

**Keywords**: higher education institutions; international cooperation; research; student mobility, UK; France.


**Keywords**: student mobility, foreign students; engineering education; science education; educational statistics; comparative education; EEC countries; Japan; USA.

ISBN: 2-908992-01-9


Editor: University of Bologna (Italy)

**Keywords**: university role; educational cooperation; regional cooperation; Western Europe.


**Keywords**: equivalence between diplomas; student mobility; exchange programmes; Europe.

ISBN: 1 85302 527 5


**Keywords**: universities; international cooperation; technology Belgium; Denmark; Germany FR; Spain; France; Greece; Italy, UK.


**Keywords**: universities; international cooperation; student mobility, educational policies.

**Keywords**: universities; student mobility, doctoral degrees; international cooperation; meetings; Europe.


**Keywords**: higher education; management; student mobility; teacher mobility research programme; international cooperation; interinstitutional cooperation; Europe.

ISBN: 92-64-13391-7


**Keywords**: higher education; research; international cooperation; exchange programmes; Council of Europe; Europe.

Mecs, Imre. A Kozép-európai Nemzetközi Egyetem ideaja // The idea of Middle-European International University. p. 92-95. (Forras, no. 11, 1990) (hun)

**Keywords**: university cooperation; international cooperation; mobility; Europe.


**Keywords**: higher education system; degrees; equivalence between diplomas; comparative analysis; Austria; Hungary.
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Editor: Switzerland. Office federal de l’education et de la science; Organes suisses de politique de la science

Keywords: university cooperation; educational programmes; regional cooperation; Europe.


Keywords: credit transfer; secondary school; higher education; Ireland; Europe.
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**Keywords:** international cooperation; university cooperation; student mobility; teacher mobility; international education; higher education institutions; networks; Europe.

ISBN: 92-9069-115-8

Nicolae, Valentin; Smulders, H.M.; Rorka, Mihai. Statistics on higher education 1985/1985; a study of data on higher education and research from the countries of the Europe Region. Bucharest, CEPES, 1989. 164 p. Incl. bibs (eng)

**Keywords:** foreign students; enrolment ratio; enrolment trends; student teacher ratio; expenditures; scientific to; educational statistics; Europe.


**Keywords:** student mobility; teacher mobility; international education; networks; higher education institutions; Europe.


**Keywords:** environmental education; ecological research; university cooperation; educational programmes; Europe - international organizations.


Editor: Commission pour Etude des Communautes Europeennes (CEDECE) (France).

Programmes/Projects: ERASMUS

**Keywords:** higher education regional cooperation, regional programmes; EEC countries; equivalence between diplomas; degrees; exchange programmes; student mobility; Eastern Europe

ISBN: 2-7-78-1630-5
Posizione comune adottata dal Consiglio Europeo it 30 giugno 1988 per l’adozione della direttiva relativa ad un sistema generals per il riconoscimento dei diplomi di istruzione superiore che sanzionano formazioni professionali di una durata minima di 3 anni //Common stand taken by the Council of Europe on 30 June, 1988 for the adoption of a directive relating to a general system for the recognition of higher education diplomas delivered for a minimum three-year period of vocational training. Roma, CIMEA; Fondazione Rui,1988. 16 p. (DOC.CIMEA, no. 26) (ita)

**Keywords:** equivalence between diplomas; degrees; professional education; EEC countries - educational legislation.


**Keywords:** university research; ecological research; environmental education; university cooperation; regional programmes; international cooperation; Europe.


**Keywords:** student mobility; teacher mobility international education; EEC countries; Yugoslavia; UK


**Keywords:** occupations; equivalence between diplomas; occupational qualification; EEC countries - employment opportunities; regulations.

ISBN: 92-825-8068- 7

Keywords: international educational exchange; student mobility, study abroad; exchange programmes; university courses; Europe - labour market


Keywords: university cooperation; technology transfer; industry and higher education; EEC countries.


Programmes/Projects: ERASMUS; TEMPUS.

Keywords: student mobility, university curriculum; curriculum development; Europe; Yugoslavia.


Keywords: university reform; university cooperation; political reform; social change; Eastern Europe.
Teichler, Ulrich. Convergence ou diversité croissante: évolution de l’organisation des études; le changement dans les établissements d’enseignement supérieur et les types de programmes d’études du premier diplôme universitaire dans certains pays européens //Convergence or crescent-diversity: the evolution of the study organisation; the changing of the higher education institutions and the types of study programmes for the first university diploma in certain European countries. Strasbourg, CE, 1988. 100 p. (fre)

Editor: Council of Europe. Division for Higher Education and Research.

Keywords: higher education system; postgraduate study; educational trends; comparative education; Europe -enrolment ratio; educational development; student characteristics; graduates; short courses.


Keywords: student mobility; equivalence between diplomas; exchange programmes; financial resources; Europe.


Keywords: student mobility; equivalence between diplomas; international cooperation; Europe.

ISBN: 3-88122-618-4


Keywords: student mobility; exchange programmes; enrolment ratio; study abroad; grants; international cooperation; statistical data; Europe.

Keywords: study abroad; exchange programmes; programme evaluation; cross national analysis; higher education research.


Keywords: educational systems; higher education system; international cooperation; exchange programmes; credit transfer; mobility, Europe.


Keywords: universities; exchange programmes; agreements; international cooperation; Council of Europe; Europe.


Keywords: engineering education; management education; industrial training; university cooperation; international cooperation; student exchange; exchange programmes; Western Europe.


Keywords: educational statistics; educational trends; educational development; Europe; USA; Canada - school age population; enrolment; compulsory education; private education; primary education; preprimary education; secondary education; teacher supply and demand; expenditures.

**Keywords:** educational development; educational cooperation; intergovernmental organisations; regional cooperation; equivalence between diplomas; Europe - pilot projects; educational projects; educational research; research projects.

**University Of Oslo (Norway).** Programme for Eastern and Central Europe: proposals for long term cooperation between the University of Oslo and universities in Eastern and Central Europe. Oslo, University of Oslo, 1991. 24 p. (eng)

**Keywords:** university cooperation; international cooperation; exchange programmes; mobility, Scandinavia; Eastern Europe.
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